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Abstract

List (2014, 2019) has recently argued for a particular

view of free will as a higher-level phenomenon compat-

ible with determinism. According to List, one could

refute his account by showing that determinism at the

physical level implies the impossibility of doing other-

wise at the agential level. This paper takes up that chal-

lenge. Based on assumptions to which List's approach

is committed, I provide a simple probabilistic model

that establishes the connection between physical deter-

minism and the impossibility of doing otherwise at the

agential level that is needed to refute free will as a

higher-level phenomenon.

KEYWORD S
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1 | INTRODUCTION

One of the central questions within the philosophical freedom debate is whether there could be
free will in a deterministic world. Philosophers have proposed a multitude of strategies to ren-
der freedom and determinism compatible. Since the ability to do otherwise seems to be difficult
to combine with determinism, many of these approaches redefine free will in such a way that it
does not presuppose this ability anymore (see, e.g., Dennett, 1984; Frankfurt, 1969;
Watson, 1975). Others have suggested to reinterpret the ability to do otherwise. Some philoso-
phers propose a conditional analysis (see, e.g., Ayer, 1954; Moore, 1912). For them an agent has
the ability to do otherwise if she would have succeeded in doing otherwise had she chosen to
do otherwise. Others prefer a dispositional analysis saying that an agent possesses the
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disposition to do otherwise, when in the right circumstances, she tries to do otherwise (see,
e.g., Fara, 2008).

One problem basically all of the approaches mentioned share is that the different notions of
freedom they propose do not seem to be strong enough; they seem to fail in reflecting what we
have in mind when speaking of free will or making responsibility ascriptions. I agree with
List (2014) that, because of this, a modal notion of freedom in the sense of having the possibility
of doing otherwise is still something desirable. Ascribing the ability to do otherwise to an agent
in this modal sense means that the agent possesses the outright possibility of acting otherwise.
This implies that there is more than one way in which the actual world might unfold holding
everything else constant, that is, given the actual past and the laws of nature. Recently,
List (2014, 2019) claimed that such a modal notion of freedom might still be compatible with
determinism.1 He argues that even if we assume determinism at the fundamental physical level,
there might be room for the possibility of doing otherwise at the higher level—let us call it with
List the agential level—at which deliberation and decision-making happen. List argues that for
evaluating whether we possess freedom of will, only the possibility of doing otherwise at the
agential level is relevant, and that determinism at the physical level allows for that. One way to
refute his account consists in showing that the impossibility of doing otherwise at the agential
level actually—and contrary to what List argues for—follows from determinism at the physical
level. The present paper takes up that challenge. I provide a simple probabilistic model to estab-
lish the connection between physical determinism and the impossibility of doing otherwise that
is needed to refute freedom as a higher-level phenomenon. I will use several assumptions to
which List's account is committed in constructing this model and show that once one inputs
physical determinism into the model, the impossibility of doing otherwise at the agential level
follows.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 I present List's (2014) account of free will as
a higher-level phenomenon. I also list several assumptions to which the account is committed
and indicate which ones will become relevant for my argument later on. In Section 3 I develop
a simple probabilistic model that combines the fundamental physical level and the agential
level. The model will also comprise most of the commitments of List's account introduced in
Section 2. I then show that once one adds determinism at the physical level into the mix, the
impossibility of doing otherwise at the agential level falls out the model. I conclude in
Section 4.

2 | LIST ON FREE WILL IN A DETERMINISTIC WORLD

In this section I will, first, present the assumptions List (2014) makes to support the possibility
of doing otherwise at the agential level, and, second, sketch his argument for freedom as a
higher-level phenomenon. I start with the general metaphysical framework his account presup-
poses (List, 2014, p. 167): non-reductive physicalism. Non-reductive physicalism consists of the
following three main theses (cf. Kim, 2005, p. 33): Higher-level entities and properties are onto-
logically non-identical (and not reducible) to fundamental physical entities and properties,2

they supervene on physical entities and properties, and they are indispensable for causal expla-
nations in the special sciences. For easier reference, let us attach a label to each of these
assumptions:
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(ONI) Higher-level entities and properties are ontologically nonidentical (and not reduc-
ible) to fundamental physical entities and properties.

(SUP) Higher-level entities and properties supervene on physical entities and properties.

(ICE) Higher-level entities and properties are indispensable for causal explanations in the
special sciences.

(ONI) drives an ontological wedge between the fundamental physical level and higher levels; it
guarantees an ontological difference of the agential and the fundamental physical level. With-
out this ontological difference, assuming determinism for the fundamental physical level would
amount to assuming determinism for the agential level as well, and the possibility of doing oth-
erwise for the agent would be excluded from the beginning. (SUP) establishes a minimal con-
straint on how the agential level and the fundamental physical level are connected.
Supervenience rules that every change at the agential level is necessarily associated with a
change at the fundamental physical level, and that the fundamental physical entities and prop-
erties determine their corresponding entities and properties at any higher level
(cf. McLaughlin & Bennett, 2018). (ICE) finally states that agential level entities and properties
are relevant for causal explanations in the special sciences. It expresses the fact that higher-level
sciences do not seem to get along with causal explanations in purely physical terms. Contrary
to (ONI) and (SUP), (ICE) will play no role for my argument in Section 3 and I will bracket it
from now on.

Another ingredient List (2014, p. 162) subscribes to in the course of his argument for free-
dom as a higher-level phenomenon is multiple realizability, which allows for agential states to
be compatible with more than one physical state3:

(MR) There is typically more than one physical state that gives rise to the same agential
state; not every variation in the physical state needs to bring about a variation in the
agential state.

Also (MR) will not be essential for my argument. However, to make it clear that (MR) is actu-
ally not of any help in arguing for freedom as a higher-level phenomenon, I will implement it
into the model to be developed in Section 3 nevertheless.

Now one of the main threats to free will in a deterministic world comes from an
incompatibilist argument that roughly runs as follows (List, 2014, p. 160)4:

Premise 1: Free will requires that more than one alternative course of action is possible for
the agent.

Premise 2: Determinism implies that only one alternative course of action is possible for the
agent.

Conclusion: If determinism is true, then free will does not exist.

List (2014) basically accepts Premise 1. To save free will in a deterministic world he has, as a
consequence, to attack Premise 2. He does so by spelling out in more detail what might be
meant with the phrase “possible for the agent” that occurs in both premises. According to List,
“possible for the agent” means “possible at the agential level.” Premise 1 then expresses List's
understanding of freedom as a higher-level phenomenon: For an agent to be free she has to be
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able to do otherwise at the agential level. In other words: There has to be more than one alter-
native course of action possible for her at the agential level. Under this interpretation, however,
Premise 2 might turn out to be false, because determinism is typically not assumed to hold for
all levels, but, first and foremost, for the fundamental physical level. An alternative premise that
would obviously be true is the following one (List, 2014, p. 161):

Premise 2*: Determinism implies that only one future sequence of events is physically
possible.

But replacing Premise 2 with Premise 2* in the argument above would clearly not lead to the
problematic Conclusion anymore. Conclusion would only follow if there being only one
future sequence of physically possible events implies that there is also only one alternative pos-
sible course of action for the agent. Whether this implication holds, so List (2014) argues,
depends on the specific metaphysical position to which one subscribes. He argues that if one
subscribes to non-reductive physicalism—i.e., to (ONI), (SUP), and (ICE)—and (MR) holds,
then the implication does not hold. So there seems to be room for freedom as a higher-level
phenomenon. Different courses of action at the agential level are still possible, even if the fun-
damental physical level is fully deterministic.

Figure 1a,b can be used to illustrate how free will and determinism are intended to become
compatible in List's (2014) view. The small dots in (a) stand for different possible physical states,
the large dots in (b) for different possible agential states. Lines connecting dots represent their
possible world histories.5 Agential states supervene on and are multiply realizable by physical
states. Now let us assume that all small dots in one of the rectangular fields in (a) realize the

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1 World histories at the

physical level (a) and corresponding

world histories at the agential level (b);

reproduced from (List, 2014, p. 166)
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same large dot in the corresponding rectangular field in (b). Finally, we assume determinism
for the physical level. This amounts to the fact that there is no branching in any of the possible
world histories in (a). Such branchings exist, however, in some of the world histories at the
agential level. For the agent whose agential state at t1 is represented by the large dot in the box
in the middle of line t1 in (b), for example, there are three possible alternative future courses of
action. Though we have determinism at the fundamental physical level, this agent would have
the possibility of doing otherwise at the agential level, which is, according to List, everything
required for free will.

Before we go on, let us briefly reflect about what exactly List's (2014) argument should
establish. We can distinguish between two different philosophical projects here:

(i) establishing that free will is possible if determinism is true

(ii) establishing that an agent can feel free if determinism is true

Clearly, List's (2014) argument sketched above is intended to establish the first project. He is
explicitly interested in metaphysics and in countering the incompatibilist argument presented
above. The latter does not aim at ruling out that an agent can experience free will if determin-
ism is true, but at establishing the metaphysical incompatibility of free will and determinism.
Hence, the epistemic possibility that an agent might not know how exactly an agential state is
physically realized is not relevant for List's point at all. I will come back to the distinction
between these two different projects later on in Section 3.

3 | A SIMPLE PROBABILISTIC MODEL

In this section I will develop a simple probabilistic model that captures both, the physical level
and the agential level, and that involves the assumptions introduced in Section 2 to which
List's (2014) view of freedom as a higher-level phenomenon is committed. I use six random vari-
ables A0, A1, A2, P0, P1, P2. A0, A1, A2 are intended to represent the agential level and P0, P1, P2
to represent the fundamental physical level. Using different variables for the agential level than
for the fundamental physical level reflects the assumption that agential entities and properties
are ontologically different from fundamental physical entities and properties expressed
in (ONI).

Each value of one of the variables Ai (with 0 ≤ i ≤ 2) shall stand for a state an agent might
be in at a certain time ti. In addition, we assume that for every possible state the agent might be
in at ti there is a corresponding value of Ai. Note that A0, A1, A2 can be used to represent possi-
ble world histories at the agential level. A possible world history at the agential level corre-
sponds to an instantiation A0 = a0, A1 = a1, A2 = a2 such that P(a0, a1, a2) > 0.6 This means
that every path of an agent through a compatible combination of possible states a0, a1, a2
(i.e., through states a0, a1, a2 whose joint probability is greater than 0) is a possible world his-
tory. We can graphically represent such a possible world history at the agential level as a0—
a1—a2. Now we have determinism at the agential level if all the conditional probabilities P(a1|
a0) and P(a2| a1) are extreme, that is, are either 1 or 0. Since extreme conditional probabilities P
(y| x) = 1 render an X-value x compatible with only one Y-value y, such extreme probabilities
would clearly exclude branching in any one of the possible world histories and, hence, would
imply the impossibility of doing otherwise for the agent. We do—in accordance with
List (2014)—leave it open whether determinism rules the agential level.
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The values p0, p1, and p2 of the variables P0, P1, and P2, respectively, shall describe the fun-
damental physical states a certain physical system might be in at times t0, t1, and t2.

7 Also P0,
P1, P2 can represent possible world histories, but this time at the fundamental physical level.
World histories can, again, be graphically represented by p0—p1—p2, where a world history is
possible if P(p0, p1, p2) > 0. And, again, we get determinism at the physical level if all the condi-
tional probabilities P(p1| p0) and P(p2| p1) are extreme, which would imply that there is no
branching in possible world histories at the fundamental physical level. Let us from now on—
and in accordance with List (2014)—assume determinism for the fundamental physical level.

Let us come to supervenience next. According to (SUP), entities and properties at the agential
level supervene on physical entities and properties. We assume that A0 supervenes on P0, that A1

supervenes on P1, and that A2 supervenes on P2. Note that assuming supervenience demands at
least the following constraints on our probability distribution (cf. Gebharter, 2017), where 0 ≤ i ≤ 2:

8ai8a0i9pi : If ai 6¼ a0i, thenP pijaið Þ 6¼P pija0i
� � ð1Þ

8pi9ai :P aijpið Þ=1 ð2Þ

Equation (1) states that whenever the value of one of the agential level variables Ai changes, also
the probability distribution over Ai's supervenience base Pi has to change. And Equation (2) cap-
tures the fact that conditioning on any value of one of the physical variables Pi will force the
corresponding agential level variable Ai to take a specific value ai with probability 1. Note that
Equations (1) and (2) are not intended as a definition of supervenience, but rather as implications
of assuming supervenience for our probabilistic model. In fact, they are weak enough to represent
any one of the prevalent notions of supervenience in probabilistic terms.

Let us finally implement the last one of the four commitments introduced in Section 2: mul-
tiple realizability. According to (MR), some agential states must be multiply realizable by fun-
damental physical states. Thus, multiple realizability gives us the following constraint on our
probability distribution, where 0 ≤ i ≤ 2:

9pi9ai : 0<P pijaið Þ<1 ð3Þ

Equation (3) says that some states of some agential variable Ai do not fully determine the value
of their corresponding physical level variable Pi, or, in other words, that some agential states
are compatible with more than just one fundamental physical state.

Note that until now we did not make any assumptions about determinism/indeterminism at
the agential level. Recall that, according to List (2014), whether the incompatibilist argument
presented in Section 2 goes through hinges on whether there only being one future sequence of
physically possible events implies that there is also only one course of action that is possible for
the agent. To decide whether this implication holds and whether the argument goes through,
we have to translate Premise 1, Premise 2, and Premise 2* into the language of our probabi-
listic model:

PremiseP 1: Free will requires that there is branching in possible world histories at the
agential level.

Premise
P
2: If the conditional probabilities P(p

1
| p

0
) and P(p

2
| p

1
) are extreme, then there is

no branching in possible world histories at the agential level.
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PremiseP 2*: If the conditional probabilities P(p1| p0) and P(p2| p1) are extreme, then there
is no branching in possible world histories at the fundamental physical level.

The translation of Premise 1 into the language of the model is quite straightforward. It
directly reflects the idea of freedom as an agential-level phenomenon which requires that
more than one future course of action is possible at the agential level. PremiseP 2* turns
out to be an analytic truth. That there is no branching in possible world histories at the fun-
damental physical level directly follows from the definition of possible world histories and
the assumption that the conditional probabilities P(p1| p0) and P(p2| p1) are extreme. This
nicely reflects the view—that also List (2014, p. 161) shares—that determinism first and
foremost means that there are no physically possible alternatives. Now the big question is
whether PremiseP 2 fares better. According to List, PremiseP 2 is not an analytic truth
and, in fact, can be false. Let us check whether this is actually possible from the viewpoint
of our probabilistic model. Until now we have established the following probabilistic
constraints:

P p1jp0ð Þ=1=0 P a0jp0ð Þ=1=0

P p2jp1ð Þ=1=0 P a1jp1ð Þ=1=0

P a2jp2ð Þ=1=0

Note that further specifying these constraints does not suffice to specify a full probability distri-
bution over {A0, A1, A2, P0, P1, P3}. This can easily be seen as follows: Conditional probabilities
of 1 and 0 do not change when conditioning on additional variables. On the basis of this obser-
vation we can reduce the probabilistically valid chain rule formula

P p0,p1,p2,a0,a1,a2ð Þ= P p0ð Þ�P p1jp0ð Þ�P p2jp0,p1ð Þ�
P a0jp0,p1,p2ð Þ�P a1jp0,p1,p2,a0ð Þ�P a2jp0,p1,p2,a0,a1ð Þ ð4Þ

for arbitrarily chosen values p0, p1, p2, a0, a1, a2 to

P p0,p1,p2,a0,a1,a2ð Þ=P p0ð Þ�P p1jp0ð Þ�P p2jp1ð Þ�
P a0jp0ð Þ�P a1jp1ð Þ�P a2jp2ð Þ: ð5Þ

P1 P2

A1 A2

P0

A0

physical level

agential level

FIGURE 2 Bayesian network structure of the probabilistic model; all parameters except P(p0) are defined by

the probabilities in the table
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Equation (5) allows us to construct the Bayesian network in Figure 2 as a device for graphically
illustrating our model's dependence structure.8 The Bayesian network and the fact that we can
reduce Equation (4) to Equation (5) make it clear that for a full probability distribution we need
not only to further specify the constraints above, but also the probabilities P(p0) for the model's
only exogenous variable P0. To get a better grasp on what is going on, assume that each agential
variable is binary (0,1), while each physical variable has three values (0,1,2). The probabilistic
constraints above could, for example, then be further specified as follows9:

P(P1 = 0| P0 = 0) = 1 P(A0 = 0| P0 = 0) = 1

P(P1 = 1| P0 = 1) = 1 P(A0 = 1| P0 = 1) = 1

P(P1 = 2| P0 = 2) = 1 P(A0 = 1| P0 = 2) = 1

P(P2 = 0| P1 = 0) = 1 P(A1 = 0| P1 = 0) = 1

P(P2 = 1| P1 = 1) = 1 P(A1 = 1| P1 = 1) = 1

P(P2 = 2| P1 = 2) = 1 P(A1 = 1| P1 = 2) = 1

P(A2 = 0| P2 = 0) = 1

P(A2 = 0| P2 = 1) = 1

P(A2 = 1| P2 = 2) = 1

These probabilities seem—at least at first glance—to still allow for branching of possible world
histories at the agential level. If we specify P(P0 = 0) = 0.2, P(P0 = 1) = 0.3, and P(P0 = 2) = 0.5,
for example, one can easily verify that our model satisfies (SUP)—by satisfying Equations (1)
and (2)—and (MR). In addition, the extreme conditional probabilities P(p1| p0) and P(p2| p1)
seem to account for the assumption of determinism at the fundamental physical level. On the
other hand, not all of the corresponding agential level conditional probabilities P(a1| a0) and P
(a2| a1) are extreme. In particular, the conditional probabilities P(A2 = 0| A1 = 1) and P(A2 = 1|
A1 = 1) can be computed as 0.375 and 0.625, respectively. Accordingly, the joint probabilities P
(A0 = 1, A1 = 1, A2 = 0) and P(A0 = 1, A1 = 1, A2 = 1) are both greater than 0 and the probabil-
ity distribution specified above gives rise to the possible world histories depicted in Figure 3.
There is branching in the possible world histories at the agential level at A1 = 1, which seems
to support List's (2014) claim that determinism at the fundamental physical level does not imply

A0 = 0

physical level

agential level

A0 = 1

P0 = 2

P0 = 1

P0 = 0

A1 = 0

A1 = 1

P1 = 2

P1 = 1

P1 = 0

A2 = 0

A2 = 1

P2 = 2

P2 = 1

P2 = 0

FIGURE 3 Possible world histories at the agential and the fundamental physical level
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that there is only one possible future course of action available for the agent. So the model
seems to support the possibility of freedom as a higher-level phenomenon, at least at first
glance.

Let us once more think about the distribution over the model's only exogenous variable P0.
Above we chose all probabilities P(p0) as non-extreme, that is, as 0 < P(p0) < 1. But is this move
really justified? To answer this question, recall the distinction between the following two differ-
ent philosophical projects introduced in Section 2:

(i) establishing that free will is possible if determinism is true

(ii) establishing that an agent can feel free if determinism is true

The first project is the one explicitly pursued by List (2014). The problem is that going for
non-extreme probabilities P(p0) only makes sense if List were interested in the second pro-
ject (which he is not). When pursuing the second project the probabilities would not indi-
cate the actual physical state (modeled by P0), but rather the agent's knowledge (or lack of
knowledge) about that state. The model could then explain the agent's experience of free
will: As we saw earlier, non-extreme probabilities P(p0) allow for branching at the agential
level. Thus, the agent would feel free because her lack of knowledge of (or epistemic access
to) the actual physical state generates the subjective impression that there actually are dif-
ferent future paths for her to choose at the agential level. But recall that we are—in accor-
dance with List—interested in metaphysics here. Thus, List is committed to the first project
and, hence, to full blown determinism at the fundamental physical level regardless of what
the agent knows or might know about the world's actual physical state. But if determinism
is true for the fundamental physical level, then the world has to be in a particular physical
state at any point in time. This means that P0 has to take exactly one of its three values and
that which value P0 takes is fully determined by the actual past and the laws of nature. To
arrive at an adequate model for evaluating the success of List's project—which is, again,
the first project—we have, thus, to choose the probabilities P(p0) as extreme too. There are
three possible ways to do that: (a) P(P0 = 0) = 1, (b) P(P0 = 1) = 1, or (c) P(P0 = 2) = 1.
These specifications result in the following corresponding possible world histories at the
agential level:

P(A0 = 0, A1 = 0, A2 = 0) = 1

P(A0 = 1, A1 = 1, A2 = 0) = 1

P(A0 = 1, A1 = 1, A2 = 1) = 1

Thus, replacing the non-extreme probabilities P(p0) by extreme probabilities, as determinism
and the metaphysical project demand, forces the possible world histories at the agential level to
collapse to a single world history and, hence, destroys any branching in possible world histories
at the agential level. (For a graphical illustration, see Figure 4.)

So in the end also PremiseP 2 turns out as an analytic truth about determinism. If
determinism is true, then the past and the laws of nature force the system to be in a certain
physical state p0 at time t0 and also the system's states p1 and p2 at t1 and t2, respectively,
are fully determined. The interesting thing to observe here is that determinism together
with Equation (2) suffices for PremiseP 2 to come out as true. If a physical system on
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which an agent's behavior at the agential level supervenes is in a certain state p0 at t0, then
not only the development of that system at the fundamental physical level, but also the
states in which the agent will be at t0, t1, and t2 at the agential level are fully determined. In
other words: If the agent is in a certain physical state p0 at t0—as determinism demands—,
then her possible future courses of action collapse to a single one and there is no possibility
of doing otherwise at any level. It then follows with PremiseP 1 that there is no room for
freedom as a higher-level phenomenon in the sense of List (2014).

4 | CONCLUSION

In this paper I argued against the view recently put forward by List (2014) that a notion of freedom that
is committed to the ability to do otherwise interpreted in a modal sense is compatible with determin-
ism if freedom is understood as a higher-level phenomenon. According to List, his account can be
refuted by showing that the impossibility of doing otherwise at the agential level follows from the
assumption of determinism at the fundamental physical level. In this paper, I took up this challenge. I
built a simple probabilistic model that combines both, the agential level and the physical level, and that
implements the assumptions List's view makes. It could then be shown that, once one adds physical
determinism into the mix, the model outputs that it is not possible to do otherwise at the agential level.
Once the actual state of the world at the physical level is taken into account, the agent's possibilities to
act at the higher level collapse to a single one. Hence, in a deterministic world there is still no room for
the strong kind of freedom List desires.10
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FIGURE 4 Possible world histories at the agential level if the distribution over P0 is extreme
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ENDNOTES
1 Since the arguments provided in List (2014, 2019) are essentially the same, I focus on the more compact presen-
tation in List (2014) throughout the paper.

2 When speaking of higher-level entities and properties I basically mean all kinds of entities and properties not
described by fundamental physics. Examples for higher-level entities are agents, societies, biological organisms,
and billiard balls. Examples for higher-level properties are all kinds of mental or psychological, biological, and
chemical properties.

3 An agential state can be understood as an instantiation of agent-level properties for a particular agent, and a
physical state as an instantiation of physical properties for a particular physical system.

4 For much more sophisticated discussions of incompatibilist arguments of this kind, see, for example,
(Hausmann, 2019; Kapitan, 2002; van Inwagen, 1975, 1983).

5 World histories are temporal paths of the agent (or system of interest) through her (or its) possible agential
(or physical) states.

6 The ai (with 0 ≤ i ≤ 2) are individual variables ranging over the values of the corresponding random variables Ai.
7 Again, the pi (with 0 ≤ i ≤ 2) are individual variables ranging over the possible values of variables Pi.
8 A structure like the one in Figure 2 is called a Bayesian network if the probability distribution over its variables
X1, …, Xn satisfies the Markov factorization: P x1,…,xnð Þ=Qn

i=1P xijpar Xið Þð Þ, where Par(Xi) stands for the set
of Xi’s direct predecessors in the graph.

9 Note that nothing hinges on this particular specification. It only serves as an example to illustrate the more
general point I want to make in this section.

10 For recent critique of List's (2014) position on different lines (see Elzein & Pernu, 2017).
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